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BASIC INFORMATION

 Star Wars : Episode IV of New 

Hope was released in 1977.

 Original title : The Rise of Skywalker.

 The film was produced by Lucasfilm, 
distributor of Walt Disney Movies Studios 
Motion Pictures.

 It is directed by Jeffrey Jacob Abrams ( 
J.J. Abrams )



MAIN ACTORS

Daisy Jazz Isabel Ridley Adam Dougles Driver

Oscar Isaac



Mark Hamill

John Boyega

Anthony Daniels



BEGINNING

 The whole story begins with the fact that on the planet 
Mustafar the highest leader Kylo Ren is looking for a 
Sith tracer that will lead him to the planet Exegol.

 There you will find the hidden and formerly " dead " 
Emperor Palpatine, who is alive.

 For ten whole years, with the help of your search 
engines searching for a huge fleet, he is called the 
Final Order. ( Rey ).







END
 The whole film ends on the planet Tatooine on the former 

farm where Luke Skywalker grew up and in front of his father 
Anakin Skywalker. There, Rey hides Luke and Leia's sword in 
the sand.

 She then shows her own, yellow sword original from her 
camera. No little local who tells her that no one has had 
them for many years and then asks her what her name is.

 Rey, who will see the Duchy of Luke and Leia in the 
distance, Rey Skywalker answers. This shows that it does not 
matter who he is, but there is none in his heart. It is also 
the successor to the Skywalker line. The film ends with Rey 
smoking BB-8 to the sunset of two suns.



WHY CHOOSE THIS FILM ?

I watched previous parts so I wanted to 

see this one.

I like this kind of movie.

It ´s sad at first, but I still consider it an 

adventure film.



MY OPINION

I like this film very much

I could watch this movie

several times

I would recomend it to 

everyone in my age


